
 

Kyaa Kool Hain Hum is a third-person shooter video game for PC computer systems, released in 2011. The player takes control of Shamsher Singh, a commando from the elite Special Services Group of India. In the game, players fight their way through nine levels taking on terrorists, rogue military personnel and government officials. The story begins when the Lotus Temple was attacked by terrorist
group "Al-Qaeda" and assigns players to investigate what happened while trying to avoid being killed themselves by other various hostile forces. They have a variety of weapons at their disposal which include one-handed pistols and assault rifles with sniper rifles making up the main armament in certain sections of each level. The game received mixed reviews from critics, garnering a score of 53 out
of 100 on Metacritic. IGN gave the game a "Good" rating, praising the shooting mechanics and gameplay, but criticized the short length of the game. Gamespot gave it an 8.0 rating, praising the graphics and gameplay while criticizing its low difficulty and repetitive nature. A sequel titled "Kyaa Kool Hain Hum 3" was released in October 2012 and includes more levels and weapons (such as a grenade
launcher and machine guns). The "Kyaa Kool Hain Hum 2" movie has been released on August 29, 2012. Vishal and Indrajith reprised their roles as the main characters though the film has a different cast with Vishnu Manchanda as Shamsher and Balqees Khan as "Tiger".

The film was shot at various locations in the country, including Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Pune, Goa and Jaipur. The movie was dubbed into Hindi with the title "Kyaa Kool Hain Hum Saajna" which was released on 11 July 2012. The film's makers said that they will release a teaser for this version of the film on YouTube by noon on 4 May 2012. The teaser however failed to materialise till 5 May
2012. This is because of confusion regarding the title with YouTube.

The film received mixed to positive reviews at the box office with most critics praising its narrative yet criticizing its gameplay. List of awards and nominations received by "Kyaa Kool Hain Hum" (Teri Khoon Maajh) for various categories: On 9 April 2012, the director duo Vishal Pandya and Sanjay Pandya (Vishal & Sanjay), along with their production company Vibration Motion Pictures,
announced via their Twitter account that they are in talks with director-actor Vishnu Manchanda to revive the franchise once again. The movie is titled "Kyaa Kool Hain Hum 3". It was released on 25 June 2013 with the same cast of previous movies.
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